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Abstract—The vast area of subjectivity in Natural Language
Processing (NLP) poses a challenge to the solutions typically used
in generalized tasks. As exploration in the scope of generalized
NLP is much more advanced, it implies the tremendous gap
that is still to be addressed amongst all feasible tasks where
an opinion, taste, or feelings are inherent, thus creating a need
for a solution, where a data fusion could take place. We have
chosen the task of funniness, as it heavily relies on the sense
of humor, which is fundamentally subjective. Our experiments
across five personalized and four generalized datasets involving
several personalized deep neural architectures have shown that
the task of humor detection greatly benefits from the inclusion of
personalized data in the training process. We tested five scenarios
of training data fusion that focused on either generalized (major-
ity voting) or personalized approaches to humor detection. The
best results were obtained for the setup, in which all available
personalized datasets were joined to train the personalized
reasoning model. It boosted the prediction performance by up to
approximately 35% of the macro F1 score. Such a significant
gain was observed for all five personalized test sets. At the
same time, the impact of the model’s architecture was much
less than the personalization itself. It seems that concatenating
personalized datasets, even with the cost of normalizing the
range of annotations across all datasets, if combined with the
personalized models, results in an enormous increase in the
performance of humor detection.

Index Terms—natural language processing, personalization,
transfer learning, humor detection, data fusion

I. INTRODUCTION

Recent years have shown that the subjective field of natural

language processing is gradually receiving more attention, yet

still comparatively less than the predominant generalization

approach. This is especially apparent when focusing on a

single personalization task, such as emotion detection, hate

speech, or funniness. Although this implicitly signals the

difference in the amount of research, the possibilities that lie in

personalized data utilization even in a single subjective task

are very promising [1], [2]. An indirect issue that tends to

be ignored is the nature of groups and subgroups that can

be distinguished according to general characteristics in the

sense of humor of individuals. Those groups could be sorted

according to age, gender, political views, occupation, and

many other characteristics [3]. Undoubtedly, this will allow

for a more accurate image of the sense of humor per group,

but will still remain overall generalized. What is crucial is

that in each group we would still observe unique individuals

who end up omitted from the majority. Regardless, following

this path, we could create subgroups in the said groups that

will sort users more accurately, yet still have a generalization

approach. Furthermore, this would lead to more and more

subgroups that will set the gold standard of a single group

anew, still bearing the generalization, until we focus on each

person separately. This final product sets a standard for the

sense of humor per person, which is, in essence, humor

personalization. In this way, we eliminate the possibility that

anyone with an unusual sense of humor would be ignored.

Given the prospect concealed within personalization [4]–[7],

there was a need for scenarios where there was the possibility

of checking different combinations of subjectivity and its

impact on the model performance. We intended to implement

data fusion that could improve the overall performance of

personalized reasoning by showing which combination of

subjectivity to generalization ratio was optimal. Our research

resulted in discovering the major gain for the models trained

on a fully subjective fused dataset, as well as noticing that it

effectively increases the quality of personalized deep learning

architectures. This achievement is especially exciting, as it

opens the door to the possibilities that lie within the data fusion

domain.

In this work, our aim is to answer the following research

questions:

1) Does providing knowledge from other datasets help the

model better understand the task of humor detection?

(see Sec. VII-A)

2) Does the fusion of data about individual users sense

of humor from various datasets affect the reasoning

quality for other personalized datasets in personalized

and majority voting-based scenarios? (see Sec. VII-A)

3) Does the addition of generalized datasets improve the

quality of humor prediction for personalized datasets in

a majority voting scenario? (see Sec. VII-B)

4) Does the knowledge transfer between personalized

datasets affect the model performance in a similar way

as the knowledge transfer between the datasets with

majority voting? (see Sec. VII-B)

5) Does the gain received from data fusion depend on the

language or the domain of the datasets? (see Sec. VII-B)

6) Does the use of personalized data fusion techniques
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improve the prediction quality of various personalized

architectures in a similar way? (see Sec. VII-C)

II. RELATED WORK

There is no doubt that tasks that are subjective in nature

in the area of Natural Language Processing tend to receive

a somewhat dismissive treatment, being simplified in order

to analyze what kind of content the majority of users are

anticipating. Despite best efforts, this setup divides all users

into people who fall into the general majority of each subset,

who are directly involved throughout all research, and users

who end up being abruptly cut off from the analysis right

from the very beginning. That group of people never had the

opportunity to be included because of their diversity compared

to their respectful groups. This way, a huge part of useful infor-

mation is lost, simply because the initial assumption is based

on generalization. This simplification relies on the absence of

user information and, thus, is made up of texts and annotations.

After all, the sole detection of an anticipated feature does not

need data on the subjective perception of a given content as

such. However, we argue that setting the gold standard per user

enriches the knowledge about the chosen area of NLP. The

usual tendency in the scope of Natural Language Processing

when aiming for better results in generalized humor detection

is to create and utilize many different categorizations. [8], [9]

The most prominent, 12 types of humor included in the Theory

of Humor [10] have withstanded the test of time in the span

of the last 30 years and remain relevant in humor detection to

this day, setting the ground for many humor-related research

[11]–[13] as well as other categorizations of humor in text

[14], [15]. This research provides a general insight into why

some people may find something humorous while others may

not. The analysis in this scope is focused on standard per

group. It was determined to be a key factor in the realm of

user-centric funniness if outliers of humor were omitted [16].

Comparing different jokes can help identify groups of people

who have a similar sense of humor. Calculating the similarity

between different jokes facilitates identifying human groups

with a common sense of humor. Nonetheless, more defined

groups are only scratching the surface of possibilities that can

be easily uncovered if switching to a personalized approach.

If a goal towards capturing a group of users accurately enough

to hit the target includes outliers who may grow indifferent to

such a solution, it is not viable in the long run in our reality.

Humor is a subjective experience that can bring about varying

degrees of amusement in its viewers, but can also lead to

other unexpected responses, such as feeling insulted [17], [18].

If analyzing, for example, dark humor, many people are not

enjoying it purely because of different levels of tolerance and

sensitivity to disturbing, sometimes also offensive humor. As

such, it may not be an extreme situation, yet it is possible that

a user in certain humor groups will receive content upsetting

enough to experience mental turmoil, only because of their

age group or other categorizing factors. This experience is

completely opposite to planned, despite best efforts, because

the humor norm was simplified. With this in mind, it is better

to use personalization when possible. If these conditions are

met, and therefore we have access to different personalization

datasets, it is time to strategize data fusion [19] to obtain an

effective prediction quality. Research on the specific scope of

humor data fusion does not focus on personalization [20]–[22]

and so we propose our own take on this domain.

III. DATA FUSION IN SUBJECTIVE HUMOR DETECTION

A. Personalized Humor Detection

The feeling of amusement is experienced differently by each

person. This phenomenon is further enhanced in the case of

texts, where the choice of words and their diverse impact

on a particular user also play an important role. Therefore,

the natural need to model the individual user’s sense of

humor is outlined. To quantify the funniness of a text, a

binary classification [23]–[26] is often used: funny (class 1)

or not funny (class 0). This generalized approach ignores the

peculiarities of human perspective and assumes training the

model to predict the same class for every user (see Fig. 1,

top).

The idea of personalized humor detection [27] is quite

different. It uses the assumption that the individual user’s sense

of humor should be taken into account when predicting the

funniness of a text along with the content of the evaluated

text. In this approach, the trained model provides various pre-

dictions for different people. The personalized humor detection

approach is presented in the bottom row of Fig. 1.

Generalized rating

Generalized reasoning

0
Personalized rating

Personalized reasoning

0

0

?

? 1

Fig. 1. Difference between the generalized (top) and personalized (bottom)
perspective. In the first one, the same prediction is provided for every user.
In the second one, the model outputs various predictions on the basis of
individual user preferences.

B. Human-Centered Data Fusion

The perception of humor in a text is a personality trait

characterized by a very high subjectivity [28]. To tackle
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this problem, we propose a data fusion approach focused

on combining user annotations from various humor datasets.

The basic variant assumes the integration of knowledge from

multiple humor datasets with user annotations aggregated via

majority voting to reduce the uncertainty caused by multiple

users annotating texts from various domains and written in

diverse languages (first column in Fig. 2). Our technique can

also be used to synthesize the knowledge obtained from the

majority voting annotations with generic knowledge about

the funniness of textual content from generalized datasets

(second column in Fig. 2). The most advanced variant of our

method leverages the original user annotations to preserve

every person’s individual sense of humor. In this way, we

maximize the available knowledge that the model can acquire

during the training procedure (third column in Fig. 2).

G

M

P

1 2 3

M

Fig. 2. Our human-centered data fusion approaches: (1) multiple combined
majority voting datasets, (2) majority voting datasets combined with general-
ized datasets, and (3) multiple personalized datasets.

IV. DATASETS

We have chosen 9 datasets that consisted of annotated pieces

of humorous text in the form of individual words, phrases,

or even pairs of text before and after a slight change. 5 of

those datasets were strictly personalized, which means that

they included information about the user IDs, as well as many

annotations for an independent text. The remaining 4 datasets

are generalized, with only one annotation per text available.

The vast majority of texts were in English, but there are also

ones in Spanish, as well as Polish languages. More detailed

information on personalized datasets is available in Tab. I and

the generalized datasets are described in Tab. II

A. Personalized datasets

1) Cockamamie Gobbledegook: This dataset [29] is made

of 10,000 English word expressions (1-2 words), usually word

formations. Annotators are workers of the Amazon Mechanical

Turk of the United States. For experiment purposes, we used

only words that had at least one positive and one negative

annotation in order to better distinguish between user prefer-

ences.

2) Humor: A dataset [24] consisting of 27k Spanish tweets

annotated by crowd-sourcing workers. We have used the

version1 of the dataset that contains text, not only tweet IDs.

For the purposes of our experiments, we have considered only

texts with more than one annotation.
3) Humicroedit: [25] was used for competition in the

computational recognition of humor in SemEval-2020 Task

7 [26]. The authors used Amazon Mechanical Turk annotators

to edit a single word of 14k news headlines to make them

funny. The embeddings of both original and edited texts with

their scores are provided at the input to all models so that the

context is taken into account in humor recognition.
4) Doccano 1: This dataset is one of the iterations of

the Doccano 1.0 project, which captures the perceptions and

feelings evoked by textual content. Each text has a length of

up to 132 words (μ = 24.5, σ = 16.2). The average number of

texts annotated by each person was approximately 790, and the

average number of annotators for each text was approximately

32. In total, the number of annotations is around 31,700. On

average, labels with zero value appear 62% of the time, with

a standard deviation of 22%. Additionally, empty labels are

seen 4% of the time, with a standard deviation of 8%.
5) Doccano 2: The dataset which, similarly to Doccano

1, is one of the iterations of the Doccano 1.0 project. On

average, each person annotated around 358 texts, and each was

annotated by 2 annotators. In its entirety, it is a little under

17,700 annotations. As in Doccano 1, each annotation consists

of 26 independent dimensions. The possible annotation values

were set to be chosen during the annotation procedure in the

same way as in Doccano 1.

B. Generalized datasets

6) ColBERT: a large dataset for the task of humor detec-

tion. Several existing humor detection datasets combined some

non-humorous formal texts with short informal humorous

texts. [30] This dataset contains 200,000 short texts (100,000

positive and 100,000 negative).
7) HahaIberlef2021: is a corpus of crowd-annotated tweets

separated into three subsets: training (24,000 tweets), devel-

opment (6,000 tweets), and testing (6,000 tweets) [31]. The

annotation uses a voting scheme in which users could select

one of six options [32]: the tweet is not humorous, or the tweet

is humorous, and a score is given between one (not funny) and

five (excellent).
8) Hahackathon: a dataset that contains 10,000 humor

and offense annotated texts by 20 annotators aged 18 to 70

years. [33] It had 80% of its data sourced from Twitter. The

remaining 20% of the texts were selected from the Kaggle

Short Jokes dataset.
9) Sarcasmania: is a Kaggle-sourced dataset that consists

of 39,780 texts from the Twitter platform. [18] Each text

is annotated for three dimensions: ”sarcasm”, ”humor”, and

”insult”. To incorporate this dataset, we have focused purely

on the humor aspect of annotations within this collection of

texts.

1https://github.com/pln-fing-udelar/humor/tree/main/previous
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TABLE I
PERSONALIZED DATASET PROFILES. EACH DATASET CONTAINS A SET NUMBER OF LABELS. DETAILS AND FURTHER INFORMATION ABOUT THEM CAN BE

FOUND IN SECTION IV.

Property
Dataset Cockamamie

Gobbledegook
Humor Humicroedit Doccano 1 Doccano 2

Textual content profile 1-2 words tweets paired news & headlines comments comments
No. of texts 10,884 8,284 14,886 880 8,891
No. of annotations 40,673 26,967 74,430 31,521 17,533
Number of annotators 351 3,137 5 39 49
Avg. annotations per text 3.74 3.26 5 35.81 1.97
Avg. annotations per annotator 115.88 57.44 14,886 808.23 357.81
Class balance (0/1) 382,083 / 51,197 12,091 / 9,978 31,863 / 42,572 26,706 / 4,815 7,661 / 9,872
Language English Spanish English Polish Polish

TABLE II
GENERALIZED DATASET PROFILES. EACH DATASET CONTAINS A SET NUMBER OF LABELS. THE NUMBER OF ANNOTATIONS IS EQUAL TO THE NUMBER

OF TESTS BECAUSE OF THE LACK OF ANY USER DISTINCTION. DETAILS AND FURTHER INFORMATION ABOUT THEM CAN BE FOUND IN SECTION IV.

Property
Dataset

ColBERT HahaIberlef2021 Hahackathon Sarcasmania

Textual content profile short texts tweets tweets & jokes tweets
No. of texts 199,996 33,824 7,958 39,778
Class balance (0/1) 100,000 / 99,996 20,778 / 13,046 3,068 / 4,890 20,135 / 19,643
Language English Spanish English English

V. MODELS

In the personalized approach, it is assumed that the fun-

niness level of a text is determined by the users and their

individual sense of humor, rather than just the text itself and

the average or combined annotations. This premise is based on

the user’s individual preferences, which should be utilized in

order to receive a distinct output for each user, based on their

individual preferences as presented in Fig. 1. For this purpose,

we need the information about user preferences extracted from

their past annotations, and the models in [27] are doing exactly

that, which is why we use them in our research. As an addition

to the deep learning models, we also leveraged a slightly more

complex model, the UserId architecture. It was sourced from

the work [34]

A. TXT-Baseline

This deep neural architecture [27] has an input of only a

text embedding.It consists of the layers of the deep language

model and the layers associated with the learning task. It is

characterized by representing a generalized method with a

unified output for all users, widely used in NLP. The main goal

of exploiting this model is to accurately measure and compare

differences between generalized and personalized approaches.

B. OneHot

Consisting of a most simple and yet very effective method

for the representation of annotators, this model [27] utilizes

information about the user ID to incorporate it into a one-hot

vector. A simple variant of personalized architectures.

C. SHEEP-Formula

This architecture [27] is characterized by the use of a metric

called Human Sense of Humor, i.e. a HSH(u). This value

is sent directly to the model input, and a single estimate is

calculated for each user individually and has its basis on the

Z-score. When the SHEEP-Formula clashes with a random

language model, the learning and reasoning processes are

based solely on the information about the user.

D. SHEEP-Simple

SHEEP-Simple [27] is a straightforward personalized

model, which builds upon TXT-Baseline’s textual prediction

by incorporating the individual’s preferences and the words

used in the text. Biases are incorporated into the final pre-

diction, which can be interpreted as adjusting the inference

for a particular individual by taking into account their average

annotation in the dataset. The biases are set randomly at the

start and then learned through backpropagation. This model

focuses on neither the relation between a user nor the text,

but only the statistics of human annotations.

E. SHEEP-Medium

This model [27] trains a multidimensional latent vector of

an annotator to grasp the knowledge of their sense of humor.

To address the problem of performance in personalization

during the processing of unknown texts during model training,

SHEEP-Medium utilizes a vector representation of a human.

This allows for capturing their approach to a specific text in

the context of their sense of humor.

F. UserId

The model architecture [34] is based on appending the user

ID token to the start of the annotated text in order to store

information about a person. Subsequently, the text containing

the user ID is transformed into a vector representation using a

transformer model. To prevent the tokenizer from splitting the

user ID tokens, the original model was extended by manually

adding them to the special tokens set of the model. The
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transformer weights were trained with the entire model to learn

the dependencies between the user and the text.

VI. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

To evaluate our human-centered data fusion techniques we

leveraged several experimental configurations: (1) training the

model on the samples from a single dataset aggregated via

majority voting (Majority single), (2) combining samples

from multiple personalized datasets aggregated via majority

voting in the train set (the first column in Fig. 2, Majority
multi), (3) fusing samples from multiple personalized datasets

and generalized datasets during model training (the middle

column in Fig. 2, Majority + Generalized multi), (4) training

the model on individual user annotations from a single person-

alized dataset (Personalized single), (5) combining individual

user annotations from all personalized datasets in the train set

(the last, third column in Fig. 2, Personalized multi).
To enable the use of our data fusion techniques for any of

the selected datasets regardless of their diverse label ranges,

we mapped any value different than zero to class 1 (funny).

In this way, we preserved the initial information about the

funniness of the text, which was also the source of knowledge

about the user perspective in the case of personalized datasets

presented in Sec. IV-A.

We addressed any potential disparity and data leak between

text samples by utilizing the text-based data division described

in Fig. 3. In this setup, the model is validated and tested only

on texts that were not present in the train set.
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Fig. 3. Data split strategy used for each dataset. White blocks are texts, which
are not annoated by a specific user

To measure the stability of the results, we used the 10-fold

cross-validation. During each iteration, the model was trained

on 8 folds, while 9th and 10th fold were used as validation

and test sets, respectively. In the next step, we calculated the

mean and standard deviation of the selected evaluation metrics.

Furthermore, we measured the statistical significance of the

obtained results via statistical tests. For data that satisfied the

test assumptions, we used the t-test for independent samples

[35] with Bonferroni correction [36]. Otherwise, we leveraged

the Mann-Whitney U-test [37].

For evaluation, we used the macro F1 score [38] and the

Gain measure, which is equal to the difference between the

macro F1 score achieved by the model trained on the dataset

obtained via data fusion and the macro F1 score of the model

trained on the original dataset.

Due to the multilingual character of the datasets included in

the experiments, we obtained the text representations through

the LaBSE [39] model available in the HuggingFace trans-
formers library [40].

VII. RESULTS

A. Evaluation of Data Fusion Techniques

To evaluate the impact of our human-centered data fusion

techniques, we carried out experiments in configurations de-

scribed in Sec. VI. The results for the Cockamamie Gobblede-

gook dataset are presented in Tab. 4. The best results were

obtained using the UserId model. Almost every personalized

architecture achieved the best results in Personalized multi

configuration. The slightly lower results for the SHEEP-

Formula model in this configuration in comparison to training

on the original dataset may be related to the nature of this

dataset containing texts no longer than 2 words. In addition,

the words are very uncommon, making it even more difficult to

reliably assess the uniqueness of the user’s perception against

others.

Fig. 4. Macro F1 score values for all five experimental configurations tested
on the personalized Cockamamie Gobbledegook dataset. The bar whiskers
outline the standard deviation of the results measured during the cross-
validation.

The evaluation results for the Humor dataset are presented

in Fig. 5. The use of human-centered data fusion (Personalized

multi) resulted in an improvement of up to 8.72 in macro F1
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score compared to training on the original dataset (Personal-

ized single). The best results were achieved by the SHEEP-

Medium, UserId, and SHEEP-Simple models.

Fig. 5. Macro F1 score values for all five experimental configurations tested
on the personalized Humor dataset. The bar whiskers outline the standard
deviation of the results measured during the cross-validation.

The results of the conducted on the Humicroedit dataset are

shown in Fig. 6. Every tested architecture achieved the best

results by training on the combined personalized datasets with

individual user annotations (Personalized multi). The highest

difference in macro F1 score compared to training on the

original dataset (Personalized single) is 34.19 for SHEEP-

Medium. The significantly higher standard deviation of the

results of this model observed in the personalized single

configuration may be due to the fact that there are only five

users in the entire dataset. Having nearly 15,000 annotations

for each user makes it difficult for this model to generate

a vector representation that would highlight the differences

between the preferences of only five users for such a large

number of annotations per user. Moreover, the stabilization of

this standard deviation in the Personalized multi configuration

is an additional benefit of applying our personalized data

fusion.

Fig. 7 shows the results on the Doccano 1 dataset. The

best results were obtained in Personalized multi configuration

for all personalized models. The use of our personalized data

fusion technique allowed for achieving up to 21.50 improve-

ment in macro F1 score compared to training on the original

dataset (Personalized single). Furthermore, the use of our data

fusion technique based on the personalized datasets aggregated

by majority voting (Majority multi) resulted in significant

performance improvements in comparison to training on the

original dataset (Personalized single) for every model except

UserId. This is caused by the use of a special user token in

this architecture. While this mechanism helps the model to

better obtain the user representation, in majority voting-based

configurations, the same user token added at the start of a text

Fig. 6. Macro F1 score values for all five experimental configurations tested
on the personalized Humicroedit dataset. The bar whiskers outline the standard
deviation of the results measured during the cross-validation.

sample causes only unnecessary noise that can obscure more

important text features from the model or steer the learning

process in the wrong direction.

Fig. 7. Macro F1 score values for all five experimental configurations tested
on the personalized Docano 1 dataset. The bar whiskers outline the standard
deviation of the results measured during the cross-validation.

The results for the Doccano 2 dataset are shown in Fig. 8.

The use of human-centered data fusion techniques (Person-

alized multi) resulted in achieving significant improvement

in performance for all personalized architectures. The highest

increase of 28.53 in macro F1 score was observed compared

to training on the original data (Personalized single) for

the SHEEP-Medium model. Moreover, every architecture (in-

cluding the non-personalized TXT-Baseline model) achieved

significantly better results by training on the combined per-

sonalized datasets aggregated via majority voting (Majority
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multi) in comparison to the results of a model trained on the

original dataset (Personalized single). The lower performance

of the TXT-Baseline in the Personalized multi configuration is

related to the lack of leveraging any user information in this

model. By ignoring any information about the user, the model

sees the larger amount of diverse annotations as unnecessary

noise, concealing the important patterns in the data. On the

other hand, training the TXT-Baseline model on combined

personalized datasets aggregated by majority voting (Majority

multi) distilled the knowledge extractable by the model from

the dataset and thus highlighted the most important patterns

in the data.

Fig. 8. Macro F1 score values for all five experimental configurations tested
on the personalized Doccano 2 dataset. The bar whiskers outline the standard
deviation of the results measured during the cross-validation.

B. Knowledge Transfer in Majority Voting and Personalization

The evaluation results of models trained on the combined

personalized datasets containing samples aggregated by ma-

jority voting (Majority multi) are presented in Fig. 9. Similar

results obtained by the TXT-Baseline model and all personal-

ized architectures are caused by the lack of user information in

this setup. On the other hand, the gains obtained via leveraging

the majority voting-based variant of our data fusion technique

are presented in Fig. 10. The values are equal to the difference

between the macro F1 score obtained by the model trained

on the combined personalized datasets aggregated by majority

voting (Majority multi) and the model trained on the original

data (Personalized single). The highest gains were observed for

the Doccano 2 dataset. This may be related to the small size of

this dataset, which, combined with very diverse assessments

of a large number of users, may significantly hinder the

model extraction of the knowledge needed in the humor

recognition task from the representation of the text annotated

in a very ambiguous way. The negative gains observed for

the Humicroedit dataset in the case of the UserId model may

be related to a much different profile of other datasets. This

dataset is characterized by a large number of annotations

and a small number of users, which lowers the variety of

evaluations of individual texts. Therefore, the inter-annotator

agreement is significantly higher than in the case of other

personalized datasets. This results in a situation where adding

information about texts annotated more ambiguously by a

larger number of users may not change the general patterns

helpful for this particular dataset, but only add unnecessary

noise during the training procedure. The lower complexity

of the SHEEP-Simple and SHEEP-Medium models makes

them more resistant to this phenomenon. The lack of a proper

increase for the Cockamamie Gobbledegook dataset may be

related to the very low length of each sample in this dataset

and the occurrence of very unique words, which may not have

proper vector representations. The Humor dataset is the only

personalized dataset containing texts in Spanish, which may

reduce the gain from annotations regarding texts in different

languages.

Fig. 9. Macro F1 score values for all personalized datasets achieved by
models trained on combined personalized datasets aggregated via majority
voting (Majority multi). The bar whiskers outline the standard deviation of
the results measured during the cross-validation.

The results of experiments involving models trained on

fused personalized datasets with individual user annotations

(Personalized multi) are presented in Fig. 11. The best results

were achieved by the SHEEP-Formula, SHEEP-Medium, and

UserId models. The gains obtained by the use of the proposed

human-centered data fusion are shown in Fig. 12. The values

are equal to the difference in macro F1 score between the

model trained on the combined personalized datasets with

individual user annotations (Personalized multi) and the model

trained on the original dataset (Personalized single). The

highest gains are observed for the Humicroedit, Doccano 2,

and Doccano 1 datasets. The first one originally lacked useful

information to distinguish the user from the others. With the

additional data from different datasets included during the

training procedure, the model improved its ability to leverage

information about the user and how to better focus on the
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Fig. 10. Difference between macro F1 score values obtained by models trained
on combined personalized datasets aggregated via majority voting (Majority
multi) and the models trained on a single personalized dataset aggregated via
majority voting. The bar whiskers outline the standard deviation of the results
measured during the cross-validation.

differences between users. In the case of the Doccano 1 and

Doccano 2 datasets, additional fused data contained not only

information about other users but also allowed the model

to extract general knowledge about the relation between the

textual content and its funniness. The negative gain value for

the Doccano 2 dataset in the case of the TXT-Baseline model

may be related to the extension of the train set with texts

in languages other than Polish. Although the language model

used is language-agnostic, there is still a significant change in

the distribution of embeddings in the train set, which could

negatively affect the performance of the model, which does

not use any information about the user. On the other hand, the

lack of significant gains for the Cockamamie Gobbledegook

dataset may be related to the nature of the samples present

in this dataset. It contains texts no longer than two words

and some of them are word-formations. It also interferes with

the model’s ability to generalize patterns extracted from other

datasets to such specific samples.

C. Impact of Data Fusion on Personalized Architectures

When comparing the effectiveness of our human-centered

data fusion techniques in TXT-Baseline and the personalized

architectures presented in Fig. 13, it is prominent that each

individual case favors training on the combined personal-

ized datasets (Personalized multi) over training on the single

personalized datasets (Personalized single). This outlines the

versatile nature of the proposed technique and the possibility

of applying it regardless of the chosen model architecture. The

influence of combining many different personalized datasets

in this matter indicates that due to the subjective nature of

humor perception, better results may be obtained by increasing

the variety of user perspectives seen by the model during

the training procedure. A higher diversity of annotations can

Fig. 11. Macro F1 score values for all personalized datasets achieved
by models trained on combined personalized datasets containing individual
user annotations (Personalized multi). The bar whiskers outline the standard
deviation of the results measured during the cross-validation.

Fig. 12. Difference between macro F1 score values obtained by models
trained on combined personalized datasets with individual user annotations
(Personalized multi) and the models trained on a single personalized dataset
containing individual user annotations. The bar whiskers outline the standard
deviation of the results measured during the cross-validation.

also improve the quality of the patterns extracted by the

model from the data, increasing their consistency with the

real characteristics of the phenomenon, as indicated by the

improvement of the TXT-Baseline scores.

VIII. DISCUSSION

Experimental studies in nine datasets, of which the majority

is personalized, revealed that the concatenation of all subjec-

tive data massively increases the reasoning quality of a model,

which is especially prominent in Fig. 6 and Fig. 8.

The smaller gains observed in the Cockamamie Gobblede-

gook dataset in Fig. 4 are the result of the word-formation
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Fig. 13. Average macro F1 scores achieved by the personalized architectures
trained on single personalized datasets with individual user annotations
compared with the performance of models trained on combined personalized
datasets containing individual user annotaions (Personalized multi).

characteristics of this data collection, such as where headlines

(Humicroedit) and tweets (Humor) contain a more standard

form in which humor is contained.

Another crucial aspect of the results is the fact that the lan-

guage of the dataset also affected the level of increase in rea-

soning performance. The general results of the experiments on

the datasets are also linked to the language of its content. There

is no doubt that certain features related to English, Spanish,

and Polish are involved in the research, although a language-

agnostic model is used to generate text representations. As

seen in Fig. 12, the model performance on the Spanish dataset

Humor is noticeably worse than on the English and Polish

data, as it may be the result of concatenating multiple different

languages with vastly different characteristics.

Through our research, each of our experimental results

shows that no matter how much we increase the quantity of

a generalized dataset in the Generalized + Majority scenario,

it will never exceed the boost guaranteed by the incorporation

of combined personalized datasets in the Personalized multi

scenario, as seen in Fig. 13. This fact strongly highlights

the subjective nature of the humor recognition task in NLP.

The message indicated by the results of our experiments

implies that knowledge about the user’s beliefs, feelings, and

experiences is much more crucial than information regarding

the text itself. The incorporation of generalized data sets did

not improve the quality of reasoning, regardless of the selected

model. This could be caused by the fact that the annotation

process in the case of generalized datasets was focused on

maximizing the inter-annotator agreement. As a result, this

approach discards the information about the funniness of the

text that includes different perspectives of the anotators. It

is evident that if an annotation process is to be performed, it

should take into account the individual perspective of the user.

As for our majority-based data fusion method (Majority

multi) based on the majority voting in personalized datasets,

it can also be used to improve the performance of the non-

personalized models as can be observed for the TXT-Baseline

model in Fig. 13.

On the other hand, similar results of TXT-Baseline and

personalized architectures trained on datasets aggregated by

majority voting (Majority multi) seen in Fig. 9 indicate the

universal nature of the personalized architectures used in the

experiments and the possibility of their application to non-

personalized datasets. This could allow for a synthesis of

knowledge from the humor domain from multiple sources,

which enhances the overall versatility of the model perfor-

mance.

IX. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

Our research experiments allowed us to recognize the im-

portance of human-centered data fusion for natural language

processing reasoning, especially in terms of work in the area of

subjective NLP. Contrary to generalized NLP problems, here

it is only the user who decides what is funny or not, and this

fundamental fact is the key factor in unlocking the potential

of personalized reasoning. We have proven that even if the

amount of data in generalized scenarios is much greater, the

aspect of user preference appears to be the best out of all five

scenarios considered.

We have demonstrated that incorporating knowledge from

other datasets can be beneficial for the model by improving

its general understanding of the task of humor detection. The

fusion of data regarding an individual user’s sense of humor

from multiple sources has an effect on the model perfor-

mance on other personalized datasets in both personalized and

majority-voting-based situations. The incorporation of gener-

alized datasets improved the effectiveness of humor prediction

for personalized datasets in a majority voting context, and

knowledge transfer between personalized datasets has a similar

effect on model performance as knowledge transfer between

datasets with majority voting.

The results of data fusion were found to depend on the

language or field of the datasets, and it was concluded that

the use of human-centered data fusion techniques improves

the performance of a variety of personalized structures in a

similar way.

We are confident that our method of data fusion is capable

of accurately representing variety of user beliefs and this

could be the way forward for subjective NLP tasks, such as

humor detection and any other. Therefore, we plan to adapt

our human-centered data fusion techniques to other subjective

NLP tasks. In our other future research, we want to exploit

categories of humor in a completely personalized dataset that

could combine the humor perception of each user. Every

individual may have a distinct sense of humor, so it is essential

to recognize any potential feature where the perception and

humor standard may vary. Such identification would enable us

to compare people more precisely, thus uncovering the element

of a potential individualized rating system.
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The source code used during the experiments is publicly

available 2.
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